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Abst rac t - -For  the simple fixed endpoint problem in the calculus of variations, Jacobi's condition 
("there are no conjugate points in the interior of the underlying time interval") is nec~ry  for 
optimality if the trajectory under consideration is nonsingulax. In this paper, we extend the notion 
of conjugate points so that the above condition (in terms of this new notion) is necessary also for 
singular extremals. This is achieved by showing that, without any additional assumption on the 
trajectory, the nonnegativity of the second variation on the space of admiesible variations i equivalent 
to the nonexistence of these "extended conjugate points". ~) 2002 Eisevier Science Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. THE PROBLEM 
Suppose we are given an interval T := [to, tl] in I t ,  two points ~0, ~1 in I tn,  an open set A in 
T x R n x R a, and a function L mapping T x Itn × Itn to It .  Denote by X the vector space of 
all piecewise-C 1 functions mapping T to It'*, set 
X(A) := {x • X [ (t,x(t),~(t)) • A (t • T)}, X«(A) :-- {x • X(A) I x(to) = ¢0, X(tl) = ~1}, 
and ¢onsider the functional I :  X - ,  t t  given by I(x) := fttò L(t, x(t), ~(t))dt (x • X). The 
problem we shaU deal with (ealled the simple fixed endpoint problem in the calculus of variations), 
which we label P(A),  is that  of minimizing I over Xe(A). 
Elements of X are called trajectories, and a trajectory x solves P(A) if it belongs to 
S(A) := {x • Xe(A) I I(x) <_ I(y), for all y • Xe(A)}. 
For any x • X,  we use the notation ~(t) to represent (t, x(t), ~(t)), and we shall assume through- 
out that  L is continuous o~n A and C2(A) with respect o x and 5. 
For all x • X consider the second variation of I along x given by I"(x; y) := f~tò 2f~(t, y(t), 
y(t)) dt (y • X) where, for all (t, y, y) • T x It2,~, 
2f~(t, y, ~) := (y, Lxx(~(t))y) + 2(y, Lx~(~(t))9) + (y, L~~(~c(t))9), 
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and define H := (x • X I I"(x; y) >_ O, for all y • Y} where Y = {y • X I y(to) = y(ti) "-0} is 
the set of admissible variations. It is weil known that any solution of the problem belongs to H. 
NoT, to state ,]acobi's necessary condition, let us introduce the foUowing notation: for any 
s • (t0,tl] set Ts := [to, s], let )(8 be the space of piecewise-C 1 functions mapping T» to 1~", and 
denote by Ys the set of trajectories y • X» for which y(to) = y(s) = O. 
DEFINITION 1.1. For any x • X ler Cl(x) be the set of points s • (t0,tl] for which there 
exists y • Ys with y ~ 0 such that q(t) := L~x(Yc(t))y(t) + L~~(Yc(t))il(t) (t G T») =~ 4(t) = 
Lxx(&(t))y(t) + Lz~(~(t))~;(t)  G T,). 
Elements of Cl(x) are caUed points conjugate to to on x. Jacobi's necessary conditiOn states 
that, under certain assumptions on x, if x • H, then Cl(X) n (to,tl) = 0. For this condition to 
hold, we certainly need some additional assumptions since we may very weU have points belonging 
to (to, tl), which are conjugate to to on x, but x • H. To give a trivial example, if L(t, x, ~) : x~, 
for all (t ,x,~) • T × R 2, then as one readily verifies, for any x • X we have Cs(x) = (to,tl] but 
I"(x; y) = 0, for all y • Y. 
Consider the following sets: 
J := {x E X I e l (x)  i~ (t0,ti) ~- 0},  L' := {x E X I L~~(Sc(t)) > 0, for all t 6 T}. 
The main result concerning Jacobi's condition can be stated as follows. 
THEOREM 1.2. Suppose x E X(A)  n C 1 N L'. I f x  E H, then x E J. 
The classical result showing that Jacobi's condition is necessary for optimälity is usuaUy stated 
in terms of Legendre's condition and nonsingulax extremals. Let L := {x E X I L~~(~(t)) 
> 0, for all t E T}, whose elements are said to satisfy Legendre's condition. A trajectory x is 
called nonsingular, if [Lx~(~(t))[ ~ 0, for all t E T. Note that x • L t ¢* x • L is nonsingular. 
Since Legendre's condition is also necessary for optimality, that is, S(A) c L, we obtain in view 
of Theorem 1.2. 
THEOREM 1.3. I f  x • S(A) n C 1 is nonsingular, then x • J. 
This theorem is stated essentially as above in [1, Chapter 3, Theorem 3.1], and most books on 
the classical theory of calculus of variations tate it in similar terms (it holds as weil, of course, 
for local strong or weak minima). As mentioned before, if the assumption of nonsingulaxity is 
removed in Theorem 1.3, the result does not necessarily hold. In this event (that is, even for 
singular trajectories) no theory of "extended conjugate points" seems to exist in the literature 
(except for [2,3] where a partial result, which we shall briefly discuss, can be found). The purpose 
of this paper is to fulfiU this gap in the theory. In the following section, we introduce a set R(x) 
of points in (to, tl] and show that x • H ¢~ R(x) = q). One example illustrates the usefulness of 
this result. 
2. EXTENDED CONJUGATE POINTS 
DEFINITION 2.1. For any x E X,  ler R(x) be the set of points s E (t0,tl] for which there exis~s 
y E Ys such that, irr(t) :-- L~x(~(t))y(t)+L~~(Yc(t))~l(t) and w(t) :-- Lzx(~(t))y(t)q-L~~(~(t))fl(t) 
(t 6 T»), then 
(i) L~{<9(t), v(t)> + <u(t), w(t)>} dt < 0; 
(ii) there exists u 6 Y such that 7 := ft: {(ü(t),v(t)) + (u(t) ,w(t))}dt ~ O. 
THEOREM 2.2. For all x E X(A) ,  x E H ¢* R(x) = O. 
PROOF. 
=~ Suppose there exists s E R(x). Let y be as in Definition 2.1. Note that, since • ~ 0, we 
have y ~ 0. Ler z(t) := y(t) for t E [to, s] and z(t) :-- 0 for t E [s, tl]. Then z beiongs to 
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Y and 
~i ~ /,: I"(x;z) = 2a(t ,z ( t ) ,~(t ) )dt  = {(y(t) ,w(t) )  + (f j ( t ) ,v(t))}dt < O. 
Let u • Y be as in (ii). Set k := I ' (x ;  u), « := -(~, + k/2~), y~ := u + c~z. Then 
ùr"(x; yo) _- 2a(t, yù(t), ~)«(t)) dt 
« = k + «~I"(x; z) + 2« {(u(t),w(t))  + (ü(t) ,v(t))}dt 
_< k + 2a-y = -272 < 0. 
~= Suppose x ¢~ H. Ler y • Y be such that I"(x; y) < 0 and let u - y. Then tl • R(x). 
Since S(A) C H, we obtain the following necessary condition for optimality. 
THEOREM 2.3. I f  x soh, es P(A), then R(x) = ~. 
3. SOME SUBSETS OF  R(x)  
In this section, we exhibit some sets of points which are contained in R(x). They may be useful 
for specific problems ince, in view of Theorem 2.3, the existence of any of these points implies 
that the trajectory under consideration is not a solution of the problem. 
DEFINITION 3.1. For any x 6 X ler C2(x) be the set of points s 6 (t0,tl] for which there exists 
y E Y» such that 
(i) q(t) := L~x(~(t))y(t) + L~~(~(t))y(t) (t E T») ~ q(t) = Lx~(Sc(t))y(t) + Lx~(&(t))#(t) 
(t • T,); 
(il) L~~(~(s))~/(s) ~ O. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. For any x • X,  C2(x) M (to,tl) C R(x). 
PROOF. Let s • C2(x), s ~ tl, and let y,q be as in Definition 3.1. Note that, in terms of these 
y, q, the functions v and w defined in Definition 2.1 satisfy v(t) = q(t) and w(t) = (7(t) = i)(t) 
(t • Ts). Condition (i) of Definition 2.1 is obvious. Now, since v(s) = q(s) = L~~(~(s))~](s) ~ O, 
Condition (il) of Definition 2.1 holds if u is any function in Y such that ~ = (u(s), v(s)) ~ 0 (for 
example, u(t) = (t - to)(t - t l)v(s) (t • T) ). I 
COnOLLARY 3.3. I fx • X(A) n C ~ is no~ing~ar, then Cl(x) n (to,tl) c R(x). 
PROOF. Let s • CI(X), 8 ~ tl, and let y be as in Definition 1.1. It is well known [1, Chapter 3, 
Lemma 3.2] that, if x • X(A)  n C 1 is nonsingular, then ~(s) ~ 0. Thus, s • C2(x) M (to,tl) C 
R(x). I 
DEFINITION 3.4. For any x • X let C3(x) be the set of points s • (to,tl] for which there exists 
Y • Y8 such that, i£v(t) := L~x(Sc(t))y(t)+L~~(~(t))f/(t) and w(t) := Lxx(~(t))y(t)+Lx~(Sc(t))~)(t) 
(t • T»), then ~ö { <f/(t), v~t)> + <y(t), w(t)) } dt < O. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. For any x • X,  Ca(x) c R(x). 
PROOF. Let s • Ca(x) and let y be as in 3.4. Let u(t) := y(t) for t • [to, s] and u(t) :-- 0 for 
t • [s, tl]. Then u • Y and "y < 0 implying that s • R(x). I 
DEFINITION 3.6. For any x • X let C4(x) be the set of points s • (to, tl) for which there exist 
Y • Ys and q • X» such that, i fz ( t )  := q(t) - L~x(ic(t))y(t) - L~~(ic(t))~](t) (t • Ts), then 
(i) (l(t) = Lx~(~(t))y(t) + Lx~(ic(t))y(t) (t • T~); 
(ii) q(s) ~ O; 
(iii) (~(t), z(t)) _> 0 (t • T») 
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and either (a) or (b) holds 
(a) (/)(t), z(t)> > 0 on a set of positive measure; 
(b) there exists u • Y such that; 
(i) <u(s), q(s)> < 0; 
(ii) <ü(t), z(t)> >_ 0 (t • T»). 
The set just defined corresponds to that defined in [2] when the notion of "generalized conjugate 
points" for optimal control problems is applied to P(A), and conjugacy is reversed in the sense 
that it is defined in terms of to instead of tl. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. For any x E X ,  C4(x) C R(x).  
PROOF. Let s E C4(x) and let y, q, z be as in Definition 3.6. Note that, in terms of these 
functions, v, w defined in Definition 2.1 satisfy v(t) = q(t) - z(t) and w(t) = q(t) (t e T»). 
Condition (i) of Definition 2.1 is a consequence of (iii) of Definition 3.6 since 
« Sj Sj {(y(t), v(t))+(y(t),  w(t))} dt = {(y(t), q(t ) -z( t ) )+(y(t ) ,  4(t)>} dt = - (~(t), z(t)) dt <__ O. 
If (a) holds, then s E C3(x) C R(x). If (b) holds, then 
fj Sö 7 = {(ü(t),q(t) - z(t)> + {u(t),O(t)>}dt = {u(s),q(s)> - (ü(t), z(t)>dt < O. ] 
DEFINITION 3.8. For any x E X 1et Cs(x) be the set of points s E (to,t 0 for which there ex/st 
y E Y, and q E Xs such that, ffz(t) := q(t) - L~z(Y~(t))y(t) - L~~(~(t))9(t) (t e T»), then 
(i) (t(t) = L~z(~.(t))y(t) + Lx~(~(t))9(t) (t E Ts); 
(ii) (y(t), z(t)) >_ 0 (t e T»); 
(iii) i[ the inequality in (ii) is equality for all t E Ts, then for any a E Ft '~ satisfying (w(t), z(t) + 
a> <_ O, for a11 t E T» and w: T» -* R n piecewise continuous, there exists u: [s, tl] ~ R '~ 
piecewise-C 1 with u(t l)  = 0 and (u(s),q(s) + al < O. 
This set corresponds to that defined in [3] when the notion of "generalized coupled points" 
for optimal control problems is applied to P(A) and, like before, conjugacy is reversed in terms 
of to instead of tl. We exclude the point tl in Definition 3.8 since the result given in [3], relating 
generalized coupled points and the nonnegativity of the second variation (see Theorem 5.1), states 
that x e H =~ Cs(x) n (to, tl) = 0. 
NOTE 3.9. Condition (iii) of Definition 3.8 is equivalent to the following. 
(iii) If the inequality in (il) is equality for all t • T» and z - a for some a • R n, then there 
exists u: [s, tl] --* R n piecewise-C 1 with u(t 0 = 0 and (u(s),q(s) - a) < O. 
It is a simple fact to show that, for any x • X ,  C4(x) C Co(x) (see also [3, Lemma 5.2]). 
Indeed, let s • Ca(x) and let y, q, z be as in Definition 3.6. If (a) holds, then s • Co(x). If (a) 
does not hold, then the inequality in (il) of Definition 3.8 is equality for all t • T» and there 
exists u • Y such that (u[s), q(s)> < 0 and (ü(t), z(t)) >_ 0 (t • Ts). If z ~é a for any a • R n, 
then s • es(x). Otherwise, (u(s),a> =/t: (ü(t ) ,a> dt > 0, and therefore, (u(s),q(s) - c~> < O. 
PROPOSITION 3.10. For any x • X ,  Cs(x) C R(x).  
PROOF. Let s • Cs(x) and let y, q, z be as in Definition 3.8. As in the proof of Proposition 3.7, 
Condition (i) of Definition 2.1 is a consequence of (ii) of Definition 3.8. If the inequality in (ii) 
of Definition 3.8 is strict for some point t • T», then it is strict on a set of positive measure 
and s • C3(x) C R(x).  Thus, we may assume that the inequality in (ii) of Definition 3.8 is 
equality for all t • Ts. In this case, suppose first that z -- a for some a • R n. By Note 3.9 
there exists u: [s, tl] --* Ft n piecewise-C 1 with u(tl) = 0 and (u(s),q(s) -a  / < 0. Extend u by 
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setting u(t) := u(s)(t - to ) / ( s  -:to), for all t e Ts, Thtm, uE  Y and q - ft: { (ü(t),q(t) - z(t)) + 
(u(t), 4(t))} dt = (u(s), q(s) - a) # 0 implying that s E R(x). Suppose now that (y(t), z(t)) = 0 
(t E Ts) and z ~ a for any a E R n. 
OASE 1. q(s)= O. Ler 
{ f~ z(r) d~', t E [t0, s], u(t) := u(s)(t-  tl), 7-~ t e (s, tl]. 
Then u E Y and 7 = (u(s),q(s)) - ft:(ü(t),z(t)) dt = - f r :  Iz(t)I 2dt # o. 
CASE 2. q(s) # 0 and there exists v E (to, s) such that (y(v),q(s)) # O. Ler 
{ y(t), t e [t0,c], 
u(t) := Y(~), t e [,s], 
y(~)(t - tl) t e [s, tl]. 
~-- t l  ' 
Then u e Y and 7 = (u(s), q(s)) - ffo (ü(t), z(t)) dt = (y(v), q(s)) # O. 
CASE 3. q(s) # 0 and (y(t), q(s)) = O, for all t E [to, s]. Let ~(t) := q(t) - q(s) (t E T,) and note 
that, if ~,(t) = 4(t) - L:~z(Sc(t))y(t) - L~~(~(t))y(t) (t e T,), then 
(i) ~(t) = L==(~(t))y(t) + Lz~(&(t))y(t) (t e Ts); 
(ii) (/~(t), 5(t)) = (fl(t), z(t)) - (~l(t), q(s)) = 0 (t E Ts). 
Since ~(s) = 0 and ~ ~ a for any a E R n, the result follows by Oase 1. | 
4. EXAMPLE 
In the introduction we said that, except for [2,3] where a partial result can be found, no 
theory of "extended conjugate points" seems to exist in the literature. This is meant in the 
sense that, if x E H, then [2,3] show that C4(x) = 0 and Cs(x) = •, respectively, but no 
converse result is established. On the other hand, the set defmed in this paper enjoys the 
property that x E H ~ R(x) = 0. Also, in view of Propositions 3.7 and 3.10, the conditions 
defining membership of R(x) are of an equal or of a more verifiable nature than those defining 
membership of C4(x) or Cs(x). We illustrate this fact with the foUowing example. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Minimize I(x) = fô  t{~c(t) 2 - x(t) 2} dt subject o x(0) = x(a) = 0, with a > lt. 
In this case n = 1, T - [0,a], ~0 = ~1 = 0, A = T x R 2, and L(t,x,#:) = t(~ 2 - x2). 
Ler x E X. Note first that, since L~~(~(t)) = 2t > 0 (t E T), Legendre's condition holds 
but not the corresponding strengthened condition. Thns, Theorem 1.3 cannot be applied for any 
trajectory. It is interesting to see that, for this problem, the strengthened condition of Weierstrass 
holds since the 'excess' function is given by t(u - ~)~. Also, Euler's equation corresponds to 
Bessel's equation of index 0, given by t~(t) + ~c(t) + tx(t) = 0, whose only solution vanishing at 0 
is x0 = 0. Since the equations of Jacobi and Euler coincide this shows, in paxticular, that there 
are no conjugate points (in the usual sense) to 0. 
Let us first show how, ~y a direct application of Theorem 2.3, we can easily prove that P(A) 
has no solution. The set R(x) is given by those points s E (0, a] for which there exists y E Y, 
such that 
(i) fö t{y(t) 2 - Y(t) 2} dt < O; 
(ii) there exists u ~ Y such that 7 := fo t{ü(t)y(t) - u(t)y(t)} dt # O. 
Let s > 0 and consider the function Yl E Ys given by yl(t) := t for t E [0,s/2], yl(t) := s - t 
for t E [s/2, s]. As one readily verißes, fö t{91(t) 2 - Yl(t) 2} dt = s2/2 - sa/24, which is negative 
if and only if s s > 12. Thus, if a > vri2, there exists s e Ca(x) c R(x) and, by Theorem 2.3, 
the problem has no solution. This bound can be easily improved: if y~ is given by y2(t) := t for 
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g • [0, s/4], 92(t) := (s-t)13 for t • Is/4, s], then as orte easily verifies, fô t{y2(t) 2- ~]2(t) 2} dt < 0 
if and only if s2> 32/3. Let now s • (rc, min{a,21r}) and define 92(t) := sint for t • [0,s/2] 
and y3(t) := sin(s - t) for t E [s/2, s]. Then Y3 • Ys and 2föt{fi3(t)2 - y3(t)2}dt = ssins < 0. 
This implies that (Tr, a] c R(x). Let us now show that also 7r • R(x) (contrary to the classieal 
problem of minimizing fö{~(t) 2 - x(t) 2} dt subject o x(0) = x(a) = 0 where, if a = lr, then 
all solutions are of the form x(t) = asint) .  Let y4(t) := sint for t • [0,~r]. Then Y4 • Yr and 
föt{7)4(t) 2 -y4(t)2}dt = 0. Thus, Condition (i) holds. To show that also (ii) is satisfied note 
first that, if we set v(t) := tcost (= ty4(t)) and w(t) := - t s in t  (= -ty4(t)), then 
/0" // /0 ~ 7 = {ü(t)v(t)+u(t)w(t)}dt = u(Tr)v(Tr)+ u(t){w(t)-iJ(t)}dt = u(lr)v(~r)- u(t)costdt. 
Therefore, Condition (il) holds if, in particular, u(t) = sin 2t cos t for t • [0, Ir/2] and u(t) = 0 on 
[~/2, ~]. 
Let us now turn to the sets C4(x) or Cs(x). Observe that, if a point s • (0, a) belongs to any of 
these sets, then there exist y • Y, with y ¢ 0, and c • R, such that y(t){c - fö ry(T) dT -- t~(t)} 
_> 0, for all t • [0, s]. Let us show that all the functions considered above fall to satisfy these 
relations. To begin with, note that the assumptions on y imply that y changes ign along [(3, s]. 
Suppose that, for some b, e > 0 with [b - e, b + e] C (0, a), y(t) > 0 for t • [b - e, bi and y(t) < 0 
for t • [b, b + e]. In this case, 
' /o' C-fo Ty(r)dv>t~(t)>O, (tE[b-e,b]) and c-  Ty(T) dT<tf1(t)<O, (tE[b,b+e]), 
which is a contradiction. Thus, we cannot use Yl or 92 (or 92, reversing the inequalities on the 
derivative) to show that C4(x) or Co(x) are nonempty. Observe now that the contradiction may 
not occur if the above inequalities hold on the open intervals and ~(b) = 0. This is the case 
with Y4, but the above relations lead to another contradiction since the constant c should satisfy 
c - sin t > 0 for t E [0, lr/2) and c - sin t < 0 for t E (~/2, lr], which is impossible. 
Up to tliis point, it is not clear whether C4(x), Cs(x), and R(x) coincide. In the above example, 
it is not even clear if C4(x) A (0,1r) or Cs(x) N (0,1r) are empty or not, and we have excluded 
families of (simple) functions which help to show the nonemptyness of R(x) for any a _> ~r. We 
end this paper by emphasizing that, even if the three sets coincide, it is Clear that the conditions 
defining membership of R(x) may be of a much simpler nature than those of C4(x) or Cs(x). 
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